Specification of floor finishes for halls and large spaces in secondary schools shall be as Room Data Sheets:

- **Drama Studio** – Resilient slip resistant & splinter free floor finish with a matt and smooth surface. Floor tough enough to withstand movement of staging etc.
- **Audio Visual studio** – Vinyl or linoleum.
- **4-Court Sports Hall** – Sprung/semi sprung resilient, to suit multiple functions e.g. assembly, examinations, competitive sports, etc. to European DIN standard **18032 Part II**, with shock absorption coefficient of 55%.
- **Activity studio** – Resilient, sprung /semi sprung floor to suit multiple functions e.g. assembly, exams gymnastic activities, dance, aerobics etc. to European DIN standard **18032 Part II**, with shock absorption coefficient of 55%.
- **Activity studio (dance studio)** – Resilient, sprung /semi sprung floor to suit dance activities and performances, aerobics etc. to European DIN standard **18032 Part II**, with shock absorption coefficient of 55%.
- **Main Hall (Secondary)** – Resilient Sprung/semi sprung floor to suit multiple functions e.g. assembly, non-competitive sports, etc. to European DIN standard **18032 Part II**, with shock absorption coefficient of 55%.
- **Dining and Social Areas** – Slip resistant finish, (Grade R10/SRV36+20 microns), or carpet. Specification of floor finish may need to take into account the needs specific to the curriculum use of these spaces.


Note: Timber flooring shall not be specified as the floor finish for halls and large spaces in schools for reasons of cost and potential issues with installation, robustness, cleaning/maintenance and dimensional stability.